REEFSUITES & REEFSLEEP
ALL-INCLUSIVE OVERNIGHT EXPERIENCES
REEFSUITES
TWIN SHARE $1,050 PER PERSON
SINGLE $1,850 PER PERSON

REEFSUITES ARE AUSTRALIA’S FIRST UNDERWATER ACCOMMODATION – OFFERING A FRONT ROW SEAT TO THE DAZZLING GREAT BARRIER REEF.

Begin your journey with a cruise through the Whitsunday Islands, arriving at Reefworld at around 11am. Spend the day snorkelling, swimming and diving - or take a scenic helicopter flight to see famous Heart Reef (additional cost). Day visitors depart mid-afternoon and then it’s time to relax – watch the sunset with a drink in hand before enjoying a starlit dinner on the pontoon. After dinner, retreat to the privacy of your undersea accommodation and watch the reef come to life through the floor to ceiling windows. Reefsuites give a whole new meaning to ‘a room with a view’ and you’ll awake to see the marine life going about another day on the World Heritage-listed reef they call home. Enjoy breakfast and an exclusive morning on the reef before heading home with memories that will stay with you forever.

INCLUSIONS
• 2 day / 1 night experience
• Overnight accommodation in a private underwater Reefsuite
• All-inclusive meals: 1 breakfast, 2 morning and 2 afternoon teas, 2 lunches and dinner under the stars
• All-inclusive drinks: soft drink, beer and wine (premium beverages available at an additional cost)
• Guided snorkelling tour
• Semi-submarine guided tour
• Large, modern, well-appointed vessel transfer to Hardy Reef

OPERATES 7 DAYS A WEEK
PORT OF AIRLIE:
Departs: 8:00am | Returns: 6:10pm next day
Duration: Overnight

HAMILTON ISLAND:
Departs: 9:00am | Returns: 5:00pm next day
Duration: Overnight

DAYDREAM ISLAND:
Departs: 7:30am | Returns: 5:40pm next day
Duration: Overnight

Return coach transfers available from most Airlie Beach Accommodation. Adults $13.00 & children $7.00

REEFSLEEP
TWIN SHARE $650 PER PERSON
SINGLE $900 PER PERSON

EXPLORING BY DAY, STARGAZING BY NIGHT
Cruise through the gorgeous Whitsunday Islands to Hardy Reef, where you have a choice of activities such as swimming, snorkelling and semi-submarine rides. Pay a visit to the incredible underwater observatory before you sit down to enjoy a delicious buffet lunch. Optional activities include guided snorkel safaris, scuba-diving and hell-scenic flights. After the day-trip guests head back to shore, the pontoon and the reef are exclusively yours. Enjoy a sunset drink before your starlit dinner is served on deck, featuring fresh and delicious local produce. Afterwards, slip under the covers of your unique Reefbed – it’s just you, the ocean and a galaxy of stars. Down on the reef is peaceful and unhurried. There’s time for some more snorkelling after breakfast – the reef is all yours to enjoy – or return to the underwater observatory and watch the reef come to life. After lunch, your Cruise Whitsundays vessel returns you to the mainland. Your night on the reef may be over, but your Reefsleep memories will stay with you forever.

INCLUSIONS
• 2 day / 1 night experience
• Overnight accommodation in a Reefbed under the stars
• All-inclusive meals: 1 breakfast, 2 morning and 2 afternoon teas, 2 lunches and dinner under the stars
• All-inclusive drinks: soft drink, beer and wine (premium beverages available at an additional cost)
• Semi-submarine guided tour
• Large, modern, well-appointed vessel transfer to Hardy Reef

OPERATES 7 DAYS A WEEK
PORT OF AIRLIE:
Departs: 8:00am | Returns: 6:10pm next day
Duration: Overnight

HAMILTON ISLAND:
Departs: 9:00am | Returns: 5:00pm next day
Duration: Overnight

DAYDREAM ISLAND:
Departs: 7:30am | Returns: 5:40pm next day
Duration: Overnight

Return coach transfers available from most Airlie Beach Accommodation. Adults $13.00 & children $7.00
OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR DAY AT THE REEF WITH THESE EXCITING OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES.

DIVING

DISCOVER SCUBA - INTRO DIVE*
$165 per person | Second dive $69
The outer reef is an unbeatable location for your first dive. Learn the basics in waist-deep water at our Dive Station, then immerse yourself in this vivid underwater world. Safe and fully supervised by our experienced team, with all equipment provided.

CERTIFIED DIVING*
$120 per person | Second dive $69
Qualified divers can explore hidden corners of Hardy Reef. Our expert guides will highlight amazing coral features and marine life on an intimate, small-group encounter with this thriving ecosystem.

*Age and medical restrictions apply to diving activities, and a medical questionnaire must be completed; our staff will advise.

HELI-SCENIC FLIGHTS

To truly comprehend the Great Barrier Reef’s size and majesty, rise above it on a heli-scenic flight, lifting-off from the helipad adjacent to Reefworld. Our experienced helicopter pilots take you on a fly-by over iconic Heart Reef, just a few kilometres away – the essential reef photo-op.

Subject to availability, pre-bookings not available.

GUIDED SNORKEL SAFARIS

(INCLUDED IN REEFSUITE EXPERIENCE)
$69 per adult | $39 per child
To better understand the reef and its hyperactive marine life, our small-group, 30-minute guided Snorkel Safaris are informative and rewarding. See superb coral formations and giant clams up close, learn about reef ecology, and introduce yourself to parrotfish, angelfish, turtles and anemone fish (Nemo) along the way.

SOUVENIR PHOTO

Our on-board photographers can capture your reef experience, either high-and-dry above the water, or eye-to-eye with tropical fish as you snorkel and dive on Hardy Reef. Images are displayed for purchase on your return journey.

THINGS TO CONSIDER

Snacks, drinks and last minute essentials are available onboard the vessel and at our terminal gift store. If you need specific items or food please purchase these prior to travelling.

To keep the Great Barrier Reef pristine, please dispose of your rubbish accordingly, using the bins on board the vessel and on the pontoon.

Seasickness medication is available for sale onboard the vessel.

Reefsleep guests must be aged 6 and over.

WHAT TO BRING

Small overnight bag
Toiletries
Change of clothes
Swimwear and beach towel
Protective clothing, hat and sunscreen
Camera
Light jacket or sweater for cool or windy days
Water bottle
Credit card for drinks and optional upgrades (guided snorkelling, scuba diving, heli-scenic flights)

BOOK WITH CRUISE WHITSUNDAYS, YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT OR THE ACTIVITIES DESK IN YOUR RESORT.

4846 7000 | info@cruisewhitsundays.com | cruisewhitsundays.com

BOOKING TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY PLEASE REFER TO CRUISEWHITSUNDAYS.COM/TERMS-AND-CONDITIONS

CRUISE WHITSUNDAYS PTY LTD. | ACN 105 420 737.

THE REFURBISHMENT OF THE REEFWORLD PONTOON IS PROUDLY SUPPORTED BY THE QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT’S GROWING TOURISM INFRASTRUCTURE FUND.